The Indian Institute of Public Administration was set up in March, 1949, the institute employs 190 professionals executives and policy makers in China. Founded in 1904, the institute employs 100 professionals, 1,000 officials and public sector leaders in India. The institute comprises of four interrelated programmes: Leadership covering experiences of both India and abroad "Fantastic Learning Programme which has given an excellent perspective of the challenges SOEs face in India, "The course should be made an annual programme for SOEs with special focus on SoEs." It has active international collaboration with 10 institutions in the area of policy research and administrative sciences for the public sectors. The Shanghai Center for Policy and Management (PCPM) at The Shanghai Administration (SAI), China is a premier institution for training middle and senior public sector executives and policy makers in China. Founded in 1954 to enhance the leadership and management capacities of executives in government, public sector enterprises and other public organisations. Independent India's first Prime Minister Jawahar Lal Nehru, was the first President of the institute. Currently, the institute’s research institutions in the area of policy research and administrative sciences for the public sectors. The Shangha Institute of Public Administration, and Urban Studies. The activities of the Institute comprise of four interrelated programmes: training; research; advisory and consultancy services and dissemination of information and knowledge.

Participants Speak

"One of the best programmes on Public Administration Leadership covering experiences of both India and abroad with special focus on SoEs."

Rajiv K. Misra, Director (Personnel), Central Coal Fields Ltd.

"The lectures are highly focused and contemporary... coverage of foreign component through visits, lectures and presentations are very good and offer new-to-us-issues of professional being solved.

S. Chaudhury, Director (Technical), Eastern Coal Fields Ltd.

"Sixth Programme should be a part of each strategy for ISB and similar... in some cases... beneficial for current work."

V. S. Jamakhandi, DGM (Infrastructure Projects), Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Ltd.

"Programme is giving vision for the Managers to grow as organization and team in this dynamic global environment." V. K. Vyas, Director, CMIE, Kolkata.

"The interaction during the course study and also with the other participants made me to be expressives." K. Vishwanath, Company Secretary NLCL Ltd.

"The lectures are highly focused and contemporary... centres for Governance and Public sector in Europe. It has earned its reputation as one of the leading young and dynamic university founded in 1991. PCPM is a part of The Potsdam Center for Policy and Management (PCPM), University of Potsdam, Germany. Growth Oriented Leadership in the Emerging Global Environment (Under Department of Personnel and Training (DOPT), GoI)."

Shri Ashish Sen, Dy. GM, HILC

Prof. Prafull Patnaik, CFI, JNU

Shri Bipul Das Gupta, Lead Economist, World Bank

Dr. S.K. Jain, Advisor (Emerg.), NITI Aayog

Dr. Bhaskar Chatterjee, DG, BCA

Mr. Rajesh Sethi, CA

Prof. C.V. Baxi, Director (Administration), Strata Global

Prof. Neerja Pande, German Embassy

Prof. Dr. Sanjiv Kumar, Ex-Director (HR), Oil India Ltd

Shri Ashok Ran, Chief Patron, PCDA of CPG
da International Leadership Programmes and Conference in India. It has active international collaboration with 10 institutions in the area of policy research and administrative sciences for the public sectors. The Shanghai Center for Policy and Management (PCPM) established to promote advanced study and research as well as academic training for executives.
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Prof. Dr. Caroline Silva-Garbade, German Embassy

Dr. Shao Anju, China

Dr. Sanjay Kumar, Ex-Director, NIRC

Ms. B. Mythili, Consultant, ET Now

Dr. D.P. Shinde, Director (HR), BHEL
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Dr. Bhaskar Chatterjee, DG, BCA

Shri Dipak Das Gupta, Lead Economist, World Bank
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"The course is giving vision for the Managers to grow as organization and team in this dynamic global environment." V. K. Vyas, Director, CMIE, Kolkata.

"The interaction during the course study and also with the other participants made me to be expressives." K. Vishwanath, Company Secretary NLCL Ltd.

"The lectures are highly focused and contemporary... coverage of foreign component through visits, lectures and presentations are very good and offer new-to-us-issues of professional being solved.

S. Chaudhury, Director (Technical), Eastern Coal Fields Ltd.

"Sixth Programme should be a part of each strategy for ISB and similar... in some cases... beneficial for current work."

V. S. Jamakhandi, DGM (Infrastructure Projects), Mazagon Dock Shipbuilders Ltd.
In this changing global business environment, it is necessary to prepare leaders with the vision and capacity to succeed and excel. The Indian Institute of Public Administration (IIPA), the premier institute for senior civil service training, has launched the first ever exclusively Public Sector focused programme for senior executives to prepare them for leadership positions in public enterprises. This is the fourth programme in the series. We welcome all the participants to this programme,

Objectives

1. To prepare enterprise leaders capable of

   leading their organizations to achieve national
equality in the new global order.

2. To develop a shared vision for SOEs as a

   significant contributor to public policy and
   national objectives in the current global
environment.

3. To enrich the participants through sharing

   of experiences, national and international, and
   provide opportunities for building relationships
   with key stakeholders.

4. To develop creative and lateral thinking

   abilities for building globally competitive
   enterprises in the public domain.

5. To develop a critical understanding of culture

   and management practices in corporate abroad,
   with implications for Indian organizations.

According to PWC study “State-Owned Enterprises Catalysts for public value creation” conducted in 2013...

...the Indian SOEs are expected to witness a turnover growth of more than 60% by 2020 driven particularly by the growth of large corporate enterprises. The manufacturing PSEs have turned around after financial restructuring (EPW, 2015). The increased global presence continues to upgrade and market the Indian products of India Ltd.

In this new context, the modern forms of information technology including cloud, Big Data and mobility. The report notes that of this growth will be attributed to investments in modern forms of information technology including cloud, Big Data and mobility.
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